IGNITION SWITCHES

OE Design Provides Factory-Fresh Performance

- Direct-fit, OE replacement parts – these are the same ones that came from the factory
- Switches are common across many vehicle model lines - top 8 selling parts account for over 85% of sales - minimizing inventory complexity
- Robust design helps provide long operating life and excellent performance

Tested to Meet Rigorous Ford Engineering Standards

- All switches must pass key life testing equivalent to 10 years/150,000 miles of normal use
- Switches are exposed to temperature and humidity extremes, mechanical shock, electrical overload and other conditions that they may never encounter during normal use, just to help ensure they work as intended
- Must meet Ford specifications for the sound they make when actuated
- Motorcraft® ignition switches meet all applicable Ford Engineering, SAE, and Federal Regulatory requirements

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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